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W. Hughes

                                              Knowledge of vocabulary for the 
topic or objective you are studying. This vocabulary 
activity should take place towards the middle of the 
unit of study. You can add to it throughout the rest of 
the unit as a way to study vocabulary. You will need 
students and a list of vocabulary words and your 
imagination.                                               

                                                Tell students that they are going to be responsible for coming 
up with movements to represent the vocabulary you are wanting to study. Start out 
with 5 words. Have students get into groups, give each group a word to work with. 
Students will teach and explain the movement to the other groups until all groups 
have demonstrated their word and movement. Practice as a whole group. Have 
students get into pairs and “Mirror” their movements/explanations. To see who is 
really getting it, they will then play Vocabulary Freeze to see who the top 3 are. Add 
vocabulary as needed and repeat.



Toland

Social Studies vocabulary words discussed in 
Greek section.Vocabulary words will be used in a 
writing an argumentative essay.  You will need your 
instructions for writing an argumentative essay and 
notes from Sparta and Athens civilization.  

Write a argumentative essay using Greece vocabulary and notes from each 
civilization defending your position on which civilization you would prefer living in.  
You will defend your position as a real estate agent, a slide show, a 3D board, or 
a.diorama. The final activity will be a town hall meeting using written argument to 
determine which place would get the most people to move to your desired 
location.



-list of vocabulary words and 
definitions we have already covered
-each group receives a different list

Students are put into groups to create a song or rap using provided vocabulary 
words.
They may use the tune of a known song or rap or come up with their own
Groups sing their songs to the class
They could put their lyrics under the document camera so the rest of the class may 
sing along.

L.
Lockhart



Vocabulary List of Words
Google Slides Document

For each vocabulary word, you will create a google slide that 
includes the word,definition, illustration, sentence using the 
word and an example of how the word is used in math (or 
whatever the subject area is).

H. Grissom



10 terms
Interactive notebook
Poster
Pencils, markers
Rulers
Computer
Smart board

Given 10 math terms, each student group will use the given materials to create a study poster for their 
classmates.
The poster must include :
term definition in your words
Pictorial representation for the term  found in INB or on your math sites
Using ruler to create a geometric figure/border  to put your ‘term’ work inside
Neatness and use of color counts
These will be collated into a study guide for all your friends.

S Byrd
S Neeves



- INDEX CARDS
- MARKERS
- MAGNETS
- CLEARED ROOM
- A WHITEBOARD (MAGNETIC)
- STUDENTS IN TEAMS

N Duncan
and

K Spears

- MAKE INDEX CARDS WITH SAME TERMS OR DEFINITIONS PER TEAM
- SEPARATE STUDENTS INTO EVEN NUMBERED TEAMS
- HAVE THE TEAMS SIT TOGETHER AT THE BACK OF THE ROOM OPPOSITE THE BOARD.
- HAND OUT INDEX CARDS EVENLY TO EACH STUDENT
- TEACHER SAYS EITHER DEFINITION OR WORD TO PROMPT STUDENTS TO LOOK FOR CORRECT ANSWER.
- STUDENT WITH THE CORRECT INDEX CARD RUNS TO BOARD TO PLACE ANSWER FACE DOWN ON BOARD, AND 

THEN RACES BACK TO SIT DOWN.
- KEEP TRACK OF WHAT TEAM PLACES CARD AND SITS DOWN FIRST FOR POINTS.
- FIRST TEAM= X AMOUNT OF POINTS, SECOND TEAM= X AMOUNT OF POINTS, AND SO ON…
- THEY HAVE TO BE CORRECT TO RECEIVE POINTS!



Hedrick and 

Southard

1. Vocabulary words with meanings

2. paper/pencil

3. Props (cards with terms, microphone, 

etc.)

4. Flocabulary song

5. Creative minds

● Strugglers can use rhythm of nursery 

rhymes 

1. Students will watch Flocabulary video.

2. Give groups (2-3 students) a few vocabulary words. (3-5 words)

3. Each group will take the vocabulary words and incorporate them into 

a song/poem to show their understanding of the terms.

4. Students will perform their song/poem for the class.

5. Class will decide if the terms were used correctly in the performance.



● Word Wall
● Construction Paper
● Markers
● INB
● OnCore Mathematics Book

1.  Students will use the word wall and OnCore Mathematics books to find 
vocabulary terms to use to create a word problem.  Students will then create a 
real world math problem from the vocabulary they have chosen.  (You could give 
students different units to have different vocabulary used)

2. Students will then turn their construction paper over and solve the math 
problem, showing work, using pictures, etc.  

BALL



Eurillo and Sinclair

Index Cards
Sound Makers
Markers

Step 1: Teacher provides new Science words and description, definition, or symbol for the word.
Step 2. Students record their assigned word(s) on the index card using their own word to restate 
the teacher’s shared info.
Step 3.  Next day student draws a pic to connect to word on the card.
Step 4. Students work daily for 10 minutes in pairs of groups to quiz each other about words.
Step 5. FRIDAY QUiZ teach collects cards and uses them as questions for groups to score points 
to win game.  Using 4 sound makers, student “buzz in” for the chance to win a point for each 
definition learned.  



Math Terms
Making

Percent
Fraction 
decimal

http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/doublesunglasses/
M&Ms
Projector
Screeencastomatic
sunglasses

Watch screencast of notes on fraction, decimal, percent
Take notes on F, D, %
M&M  - students use M&Ms. to make F, D, % amounts

Challenge classmates to either calculate F, D, % based on M&Ms given or given a F, D, % find
 M&Ms that will product that value

Student try on sunglasses
Watch video http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/doublesunglasses/

Act 1
Act 3

   Class disscussion:  Can you make it to 100% tint
Ticket out the door:  What is the fraction, decimal, and % of boys in this class?
Hw: go ask parent if you can make it 100%?

C Marsh

http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/doublesunglasses/
http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/doublesunglasses/
http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/doublesunglasses/


L Jenkins

                                 Use adhesive velcro to connect a 
vocabulary word to each color circle. As you read a 
definition or example of the word being used in context, 
students will put a hand or foot  on the proper word. 
(Teams can be 3-4 per team).                                    

                        
ELA vocabulary terms/examples

Visual (Shower Curtain painted to be 
a Twister game “board”)



Bower

- Students copy of their vocabulary words 
- Notebook paper 
- Pencil 
- Partner 

1. Teacher completes  Marzano’s direct vocabulary instruction steps 1-5 (previously)
2. Students are paired off, both will need their words, pencil and a piece of paper (sectioned off for 

each vocabulary word.  
3. Student A will describe the vocabulary word to Student B. 
4. Student B will either draw or write in the box what Student A is describing. Once student A is 

done, he/she will say what the word is that is being described and write it in the box. 
5. Next, student B will describe a word to Student A and complete the same steps. 
6. Students will take turns until all vocabulary words are complete 



Word list

Audio

● Select key words important to understanding a concept or unit.
● Divide class into teams of 2-4 students.
● Give each team a word and list of interview questions.
● Have students “become” the word and write answers to questions and video them on 

phone.
● Without revealing the word, the teacher will play the video of interview and the other 

students will guess the word.

Davis

INTERVIEW A WORD



M Franko

Testing Terms
Broken Copier
Writing
Teachers Pay Teachers account
Standardized Test Terms Posters and Activities
Paper
 Testing Term of the Week Poster 
• Activity cards for students to write questions using the terms. Have them display the 
cards on the Testing Term of the Week bulletin board! 
• Long bulletin board title poster that reads "Testing Terms" 
• 20 Posters of terms commonly found on tests with a definition and hashtag.
Terms Included: Analyze, Infer, Explain, Contrast, Compare, Trace, Predict, 
Formulate, Persuade, Interpret, Summarize, Support, Classify, Describe, Justify, 
Illustrate, Evaluate, Demonstrate, Transform, Develop

1. Introduce a testing term each week using the provided testing term poster.
2. Students will write a question  using the testing term about something they are 

learning in class on paper provided by the teacher.
3. Post student questions on bulletin board


